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1. Notredame
Karman

2. Shanghai
Kinetura

3. Caveau
Icone Luce

Light filters through Notredame evoking the
magnificence of Gothic cathedral stainedglass windows. The rose window structure
of this collection of ceiling, pendant and
wall lamps is highly decorative, realised
in white marble powder. Notredame is an
LED light source radiating both direct and
indirect light through the diffuser.
www.karmanitalia.it

Focusing on organic and humancentric
lighting, Shanghai is Kinetura’s first
metamorphic chandelier. It transforms from
a cylinder, shining up and downward to an
open lantern spreading its light around.
Shanghai has an integrated eye that detects
movement so it can respond to people
passing by.
www.kinetura.com

Designed by Marco Pagnocelli, Caveau is a
new wall lamp concept; a fully retractable
product combining the prerogative of a
spotlight with the size and application of a
wall lamp. Caveau opens and closes away
from and towards the wall, a movement
which is fully automated and consists of a
round element hinged to the wall.
www.iconeluce.com

4. Fantasia Specchio
Kolarz

5. XMOOVE
Licht3

6. Orient Black
Lightyears

Fantasia Specchio is a retro glass pendant
available in four colours – gold, chrome,
white and dark brown. The patterned glass
is transparent when lit but has a mirrored
finish when turned off. Available with a
range of sizes and frames depending on
configuration, colour options for the cable
are also available in white or pale brown.
www.kolarz.com

XMOOVE, available as a pendant or desk
lamp, can increase its size almost fivefold.
The light is delivered complete and fully
functional from a selective sintering laser
machine. 3D printing allowed a certain level
of delicacy in manufacturing, producing a
new kind of aesthetic with dimmable LEDs
in a warm-toned light.
www.licht-hochdrei.de

Orient Black is available in two original
pendant sizes and can also be commissioned
in a larger size. The three options assume
the same organic shape without being
identical. The large pendant creates
opportunities for interior decoration as it
can be suspended high up to illuminate a
large round table or form part of clusters.
www.lightyears.dk

